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They’re all around us, you know.  Silently singing strength into us.  Sometimes, in the dead
of night, when it is absolutely silent, you can just almost catch the faint whisper of unseen voices. 
Singing their praise, having graduated.  Done their part so long ago, did their best.  Some say they
were trouble-makers.  Some call them “saints.”  Truth is, maybe they were a bit of both.  And now
sing in one grand Hallelujah Chorus in the full presence of God.  Do you hear them?  Do you hear
the silent voices, just beyond ears’ reach?  They’re there, you know.  Saints, martyrs, surrounding
us.  Trouble-makers.  And hope-singers.

Well, who needs hope?  Who needs confidence in the future?  Hope that there will be a
future?   Maybe we do.  I mean, just look around:  our entire world is splitting apart in so many ways. 
 Political fights invade school board meetings, with red-faced parents shouting each other down, over
the trumped-up threat of Critical Race Theory infecting our precious young ones.  Truth is now not
only manipulated, so that we are ever less certain which claim is reliably true, but now we are at a
loss to know if there is even such a thing as truth at all.  Is it all just a roiling sea of impressions,
equal in value, that play upon our emotions?  What can we depend on, when everything is
conflicting, contradictory, erratic, evasive, misdirecting, obscuring, false, unreliable, delusional?  It
is exhausting!  What is reliable? What is faithfully true? What can we depend upon?  In this writhing
morass, who needs hope?  Who can hope?

Enter those we call “saints.”  Maybe they can serve as navigational buoys on this roiling sea
of uncertainty.  Perfect examples floating about an inch above life?  Hardly!  They could be rough-
hewn, full of ragged splinters.  When Brother Rufino fled to St. Francis, after he was attacked by the
devil, Francis advised:  “when the devil says to you again, ‘you are damned,’ you answer him
confidently, ‘Open your mouth — and I will [empty my bowels] in it!’”   A note to this story adds: 
In the [Acts of St. Francis,] an Italian expression is used which corresponds to the English “four-
letter word.”(1)  Salty, many times, true.  But they are reliable pointers to a deeper reality:  a Love
that is a solidly reliable presence with us even amid pitching seas.  Truth itself.  A persistent,
insistent Presence behind, above, beneath everything, that is for us, with us.  That weeps when we
weep, walks the edge of the abyss with us, celebrates reunions, whether with our alienated self, or
among warring peoples.  The saints pointed to the unwavering fidelity of God-with-us as the bedrock
of life.  Their vision offered a stability – an alternative precisely in the chaos of life.  From beyond,
yes, but accessible precisely within.  “Here is your God!”  The God Who cares passionately for the
stomped-on, left-out, shoved-out, power-less, friend-less, help-less, hope-less.  Here is your God. 
And those called “saints” made that vision take human flesh.  They lived their faith.  Smile, God
loves you.  Tremble, God loves the ones you despise every bit as much as you!  Look to the saints,
who proclaimed a faithful God, in unstable times.  Whose faith pointed to God.
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But they lived so long ago.  What about now?  What good are ancient bones?  Oh, too true
– if they remain locked in the past.  But the struggles of those pioneers continue to sing today.  You
don’t have to believe in some gauzy veil rippling between this world and the next, shadowy figures
moving on the other side.  Some do.  But even if you reject their claims as nonsense, the memories,
the memories spring forth to challenge today’s challenges.  Because whenever we call them to mind,
we bring along their unfinished agenda.  A dangerous memory, that bristles with unsettling promise. 
“If the times are lean and tough, [our memories of those saints say]:  many have struggled before
you. . . .  [By the power of their vision,] you can resist the course of things. . . . [T]he unfulfilled
promise of past suffering [can galvanize in us] an unquenchable hope that new possibilities
[streaming] out of the past can [spring forth] now, at last.”(2)  When “our own journey grows hard,
we can draw strength from the memory of our forbears’ suffering and victories:  ‘How can the way
be rough when it has been smoothed by the feet of so many walking along it?’”(3)  Their invisible
Hallelujah Chorus is like a zillion invisible hands holding us up when we sag, encouraging us,
keeping our spirits going, having been there themselves.  And their song lives on today. “Cesar
Chavez was a practicing Roman Catholic who prepared himself carefully for every action through
fasting and prayer.  He once fasted twenty-four days before a large and very dangerous strike.  Every
time he prepared himself his enemies would say, ‘Watch out!  Cesar Chavez is up to something. 
He’s praying.’”(4)  He heard the rejoicing of that invisible choir.  And it gave him strength.  He sings
with it now, inspiring today’s generation.  Old bones are useless if they remain only old bones.  But
their dangerous memories can fuel future saints.  To continue their witness.

Friends, on All Saints Sunday, we remember this noisy “communion of saints.”  And every
time we remember, we loosen the grip of the chaos today that says nothing matters.  Their dangerous
memory says you matter.  And their vision of the God Who kneels to wipe away every tear, energizes
us to wipe away every cause for tears!  We are surrounded by their vast heavenly choir, singing
strength into our every moment.  Holding us up with a million million invisible hands.  Widening
the path for us.  So that we can someday join the chorus to sing hope into new generations.  Amen.
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